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Abstract: We consider the problem of extracting morphology of a terrain represented as a Triangulated Irregular Network
(TIN). We propose a new algorithm and compare it with representative algorithms of the main approaches
existing in the literature to this problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

Extracting and representing morphological infor-
mation is a very relevant issue in order to develop au-
tomatic tools for gaining and maintaining knowledge
of terrain models which are widely used in GIS appli-
cations, Virtual Reality and so on.

A terrain model is a scalar field, i.e., a function
f (x,y) (usually called height function) defined on a
domainD. Often, f is known only at a finite set of
sampled points and it is approximated through a dis-
crete digital model: aRegular Square Grid(RSG) if
the sampled points are regularly spaced, and aTri-
angulated Irregular Network(TIN) if they are irreg-
ularly sampled. Both RSGs and TINs provide accu-
rate representations terrains, but they fail in capturing
the morphological structure defined by critical points
(pits, peaks, passes), and integral lines, like (ridges,
valleys). On the contrary, a morphological terrain de-
scription is compact and supports a knowledge-based
approach to analyze, visualize and understand a ter-
rain dataset, as required, for instance, in visual data
mining applications.

In the last decades, there has been a lot of research
focusing on extracting critical features (points, lines
or regions) from images or terrain data described by
an RSG, or a TIN. More recent works in computa-
tional geometry concentrate on representing the mor-
phology of terrains through a decomposition of the
terrain surface into regions bounded by critical points
(minima, maxima, saddle points) and integral lines.

These techniques are rooted in Morse theory and try
to simulate the decomposition of a terrain induced by
C2 Morse functions in the discrete case.

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for ex-
tracting morphological information (in the form of the
stable and unstable Morse complexes) from a terrain
model described by a TIN, which is simple, requires
no floating point calculations, and can manage special
configurations such as flat triangles and edges. We
also present a comprehensive study of analogous ex-
isting methods and propose a set of experiments in
order to evaluate our approach.

Recall that a TIN basically consists of a triangula-
tion Σ covering the field domainD of the height func-
tion f , having its vertices at the sampled points. In
a triangulation, two nearby triangles can only touch
each other by sharing a vertex, or a common edge.
On each trianglet in Σ, function f is approximated as
a linear interpolant of the height values sampled at the
three vertices oft1.

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 intro-
duces some basic background notions; Section 3 dis-
cusses related works; Section 4 presents our novel al-
gorithm; Section 5 introduces three representative al-
gorithms that we have implemented for comparison,
and Section 6 presents an experimental evaluation of
our novel algorithm compared to these three methods.
Finally, Section 7 draws some concluding remarks.

1Note that RSGs can be reduced to TINs by triangulat-
ing each square into two triangles.



2 BACKGROUND

Morse theoryis a powerful tool to capture the
topological structure of a scalar field in the contin-
uum (Smale 1960). Letf be aC2 real-valued func-
tion defined over a domainD⊆R2. A point p∈R2 is
called acritical point of f if and only if thegradient
of f vanishes atp. The functionf is aMorse function
if and only if the Hessian matrixHp f of the second
derivatives of f at a critical pointp is non-singular
(its determinant is6= 0): basically, if all its critical
points are non-degenerate. This implies that the criti-
cal points of a Morse function areisolated. The num-
ber of negative eigenvalues ofHp f is called theindex
of a critical pointp. In 2D, a non-degenerate critical
point p of a Morse functionf can be of three types:
a minimum(pit), asaddle, or amaximum(peak), if p
has index 0, 1 or 2, respectively. Anintegral line of
a function f is a maximal path which is everywhere
tangent to the gradient vector field. It is emanating
from a critical point or from the boundary ofD, and
it reaches another critical point or the boundary ofD.
An integral line which connects a maximum to a sad-
dle, or a minimum to a saddle, is called aseparatrix
line 2.

Integral lines that converge to a maximum, a sad-
dle and a minimum form a 2-dimensional (region),
1-dimensional (line) and 0-dimensional (point) cell,
respectively, and they are calledunstable manifolds.
Integral lines that originate from a minimum, a sad-
dle and a maximum form a 2-, 1- and 0-dimensional
cell, respectively, and they are calledstable mani-
folds. The stable (unstable) manifolds are pair-wise
disjoint cells and form a complex, since the boundary
of every cell is the union of lower-dimensional cells.
They are calledstableandunstable Morse complexes,
respectively. Figure 1(a) shows a decomposition of
the domain of a scalar field into a stable Morse com-
plex.

A Morse function f is a Morse-Smale function
when the stable and the unstable manifolds intersect
only transversally. In two dimensions, this means that
the stable and unstable 1-manifolds (lines) cross when
they intersect, and the crossing points are saddles.

A Morse-Smale complexis the complex defined
by the intersection of the stable and unstable Morse
complexes for a functionf which is aMorse-Smale
function. The 1-skeleton of a Morse-Smale complex
consists of the critical points and the separatrix lines
joining them, and it is called acritical net (see Figure

2In Geographic Information Systems (GISs), separa-
trix lines that connect minima to saddles are usually called
ravine, or valley lines, while those that connect saddles to
maxima are calledridge lines.
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Figure 1: (a) An example of a stable Morse complex (the 2-
manifolds correspond to the minima). (b) The Morse-Smale
complex. Its 1-skeleton is the critical net.

Figure 2: Edge labelled T-D is steeper than edge labelled
S-D. Numbers denote vertex heights.

1 (b)).
Thesurface network(Pfaltz 1976; Schneider and

Wood 2004) used in Geographic Information Systems
(GISs) for morphological terrain modeling, is essen-
tially the critical net.

3 RELATED WORK

Several algorithms have been proposed in the lit-
erature for decomposing the domain of a scalar fieldf
(as a terrain model) into an approximation of a Morse
complex (or of a Morse-Smale complex). They either
fit aC1 orC2 surface on a terrain model, or simulate a
Morse-Smale complex (a Morse complex) in the dis-
crete case. By assuming that no two adjacent vertices
in the TIN have the same height, they ensure that the
critical points are isolated, as in the Case ofC2 Morse
functions (Edelsbrunner et al. 2001).

A Morse (Morse-Smale) complex can also be de-
fined using the concepts related to watershed tranform
(Meyer 1994; Vincent and Soille 1991; Roerdink and
Meijster 2000; Mangan and Whitaker 1999; Stoev
and Strasser 2000). The watershed transform in the
C2 case provides a decomposition of a the domain of
a function f into open regions of influence associated
to the minima, calledcatchment basins. Catchment
basins can be described in terms of topographic dis-
tance (Meyer 1994). In the 2D case, if the functionf
is a Morse function, the catchment basins of the min-
ima are essentially 2-manifolds of the stable Morse
complex. Through a change in the sign of the Morse
function f , the 2-manifolds (associated to the max-
ima) of the unstable Morse complex can be extracted.

In order to build a structural representation of a



given scalar fieldf , all the existing methods extract
critical points of f as a first step of the global proce-
dure. The most common approach to compute criti-
cal points examines, for each vertexp in the TIN, the
neighbors points (sharing withp and edge) and com-
putes the height difference between every point and
p. If all differences are positive (p is lower than its
neighbors), thenp is a minumum. If all differences
are negative (p is higher than its neighbors), thenp
is amaximum. If the number of sign changes of such
difference, while traversingp’s neighbors in ciclic or-
der, is two, thenp is a regular, i.e., non-critical point.
If the number of sign changes is four, thenp is asad-
dle; if it is more than four, thenp is a multiple saddle.
This technique is used by almost all the algorithms,
with the exception of (Bajaj and Shikore 1998).

Existing algorithms for extracting an approxima-
tion of a Morse (Morse-Smale) complex can be clas-
sified according to: the input they consider (namely
RSG or TIN), the output they produce (namely an ap-
proximation of a Morse-Smale complex or of a Morse
complex) and the algorithmic technique they choose.
Here, we have classified them intoboundary-basedor
region-basedtechniques (Comic et al. 2005).

Boundary-based techniquesbasically extract an
approximation of the critical net, by computing the
critical points and then tracing the integral lines, start-
ing from saddle points (Bajaj et al. 1998; Schnei-
der 2005; Takahashi et al. 1995; Edelsbrunner et
al. 2001; Bajaj and Shikore 1998; Bremer et al.
2003; Pascucci 2004).Region-based techniquesex-
tract a discrete approximation of the stable and unsta-
ble Morse complexes, by starting from minima and
maxima and letting a region grow until a given con-
dition is reached (Danovaro et al. 2003a; Danovaro
et al. 2003b; Meyer 1994; Vincent and Soille 1991;
Mangan and Whitaker 1999). We included watershed
algorithms in the latter class since they are region-
based in nature.

In Section 5 we present our implementations of
some representative algorithms of the above tech-
niques. All algorithms, with the exception of the
watershed approach, require that the three vertices
of a triangle have distinct heights. This is gener-
ally achieved, when necessary, by perturbation of the
height values.

4 THE STD ALGORITHM

In this section we present our novel algorithm, that
we calledSTD, for extracting the 2-manifolds (associ-
ated with the minima) of a stable Morse complex for
a (Morse) functionf defined on a TIN. The algorithm

is region-based in nature since it starts from the min-
ima and lets the 2-manifolds of the Morse complex
grow as long as it is possible.

We first describe the algorithm under the assump-
tion that no two vertices of the terrain have the same
height. Successively, we relax this assumption and
show how to deal with flat triangles, and triangles
having one flat edge.

4.1 Basic version of the algorithm

The STD algorithm performs three main steps:
1. Classify the vertices of each trianglet in the TIN,

based on their heights.

2. Extract the minima of the function in the TIN.

3. For each minimum p, construct the stable 2-
manifold by iteratively adding triangles to it.

Vertex classification and Extraction of local min-
ima. For each trianglet in the TIN, the highest,
middle, and lowest vertex are labeled asSource(S),
Through(T), andDrain (D), respectively.

By this STD configuration of the vertices we ba-
sically simulate the gradient direction oft in the dis-
crete case. Note that this labelling does not assume
any kind of interpolation (linear or higher-order) on
triangles or edges of the mesh. Edge labelled S-D is
not necessarily the edge of steepest descent. In Figure
2 the steepest descent is at edge labelled T-D.

The local minima identification is very simple:
they are found as those vertices labeledD in all their
incident triangles.

Construction of the stable 2-manifolds. For each
minimum p, the stable 2-manifoldγp associated with
p is initialized with all triangles of the TIN which are
incident in p. Successively, an iterative phase starts
in which, at each step, the algorithm decides if a tri-
anglet, externally adjacent to one edgee of the cur-
rent perimeter ofγp, can be added toγp. The ratio-
nale for this decision takes the following issues into
account:(i) the choice must reflect the intuition that
water flows from a higher to a lower height,(ii) the
choice must be deterministic, i.e., a trianglet cannot
be included into different 2-manifolds, depending on
the order in which minima are processed.

The algorithm maintains the invariant that, if a tri-
anglet has been included intoγp, then the edge oft
labelled T-D is not on the boundary ofγp.

4.2 Inclusion of a Triangle

Let e be an edge of the current perimeter ofγp, and
t be the triangle externally adjacent toe. The deci-
sion whether to includet into γp or not, is based on



(a) (b)
Figure 3: Case 1 (a) and Case 2 (b). Arrows denote water
flow. Green triangles are included.

the STD configuration of its vertices. There are three
possible cases.

Case 1. If the vertexv of t opposite toe is labelled D
in t, then we do not includet into γp. See Figure 3 (a).
This is according to the intuition that water cannot
exit t throughe, since it naturally flows towardsv.
Trianglet will be included when we will reach it from
another edge, and Case 2 or 3 will hold.

Case 2. If the vertexv of t opposite toe is labelled
S in t, then we includet into γp. See Figure 3 (b). In-
tuitively, water tends to flow acrosst and reach vertex
v′, endpoint ofe, which is labelled D int. The ques-
tion is whether it will exitt throughe (in that case
t belongs toγp) or through the edge oft labelled S-
D. Now, we explain why we have decided that water
passes through edgee.

Let t0 be the triangle belonging toγp and adjacent
to t alonge, and letv0 be the vertex oft0 opposite toe.
Note that, for the invariant,e cannot be labelled T-D
in t0 (equivalently,v0 cannot be labelled S).

If e is labelled S-T int0, then water enterst0
throughe, therefore it must exit fromt throughe.

If e is labelled S-D int0, then water exitst0
through its edgee0 labelled T-D (it cannot exit
through the other edge, since it is labelled S-T, and
it must exit from one edge different frome otherwise
t0 would not have been included inγp). Therefore wa-
ter that flows acrosst and reaches vertexv (which is
labelled D in botht andt0) turns aroundv′, enterst0,
and finally exitst0 throughe0.

Note that the invariant is maintained: edgee (la-
belled T-D in the newly included trianglet) is inside
the updated 2-manifoldγp.

Case 3. If the vertexv of t opposite toe is labelled
T in t, then the situation is more complex. Certainly,
water flows to vertexv′, endpoint ofe, which is la-
belled D int. Then, will it exit fromt into γp through
edgee, or will it exit t through its edgee′ labelled T-D,
towards the 2-manifold existing on the other side?

Starting fromt, we explore the maximal fan of tri-
angles having their lowest vertex inv′ (i.e., v′ is la-
belled D in all such triangles). Letw be the vertex

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: (a) Case 3 with non-empty set of included trian-
gles; green triangles are included. (b) Case 3 with empty
the set of included triangles. (c) Inclusion of the remaining
triangles of the fan by applying Case 2 from edgee1.

of maximum height among the vertices of such trian-
gles. The part of the fan starting fromt and going up
to edgev′w is included intoγp. See Figure 4 (a). The
other part of the fan will be later included into the 2-
manifold existing on the other side. Note that, ifw is
the same as the vertex labelled S int, then no triangle
is included. See Figure 4 (b).

The invariant is maintained since the edges re-
maining on the boundary of the updated 2-manifold
γp arev′w, and edges opposite tov′: none of them is
labelled T-D. In fact, edges opposite tov′ are labelled
S-T in the just included triangles, and edgev′w is la-
belled S-D in both adjacent triangles.

Note that the management of Case 3 does not in-
terfere with Case 2. In fact, the edgee1 marking the
other side of the fan may be labelled T-D in its ad-
jacent trianglet1 belonging to the fan. In this case,
when reached frome1, t1 will be included into the 2-
manifoldγq existing on the other side ofe1. The trian-
gle adjacent tot1 along the other edge oft1 incident in
v′ may be in the same situation (and thus be included
in γq as well), and so on. Thus, a whole fan of tri-
angles, starting fromt1, is included intoγq. But this
fan must end at edgew, because the opposite vertex
to v′w is labelled T in the next triangle. Thus, there is
no interference between Case 3 applied from edgee,
and Case 2 repeatedly applied starting from edgee1.
See Figure 4 (c).

4.3 Time complexity

It can be easily shown that every trianglet of the TIN
is examined at most three times, one from each edge,
before being included into some 2-manifold. Thus,
the worst-case time complexity of our algorithm is
O(n) wheren is the number of TIN vertices. The
only non-trivial part in this statement is showing that,
in Case 3, a triangle can be in a traversed fan, with-
out being included, at most once during the whole al-
gorithm. The triangles of the fan, which are not in-
cluded, are those located beyond edgev′w. The same
fan may be traversed from the opposite side, while



growing another 2-manifoldγq. Since we will be
traversing the same fan in the opposite way, in that
situation exactly those triangles, that were not previ-
ously included, will be found before edgev′w, and
will be included intoγq.

4.4 Management of special cases

Now, we explain how the STD algorithm deals with
flat triangles, and triangles with a flat edge.

In a preprocessing step, we find edge-connected
areas of flat triangles, and vertex-connected networks
of flat edges that are not edge- or vertex-incident into
a flat triangle. Such areas / networks are candidate to
act as 1- or 2-dimensional local minima. Leth be the
height of a flat area or network. Leth′ be the min-
imum height of the third vertices of triangles exter-
nally adjacent to the perimeter of the flat area, or in-
cident into edges of the network. Ifh′ > h then the
flat area / network is treated as a local minimum: its
2-manifold is initialized with all the triangles of the
flat area, or with all triangles incident in the flat net-
work, and it is expanded in the same way as other
2-manifolds.

A flat area that is not a local minimum (i.e.,h′ < h)
is assigned to the 2-manifold containing the triangle
t ′, externally adjacent to the flat area, whose third ver-
tex has heighth′. If t ′ is not unique, then we choose
the 2-manifold corresponding to the lowest local min-
imum (if unique), or arbitrarily (otherwise).

During the algorithm, triangles with a flat edge
may be examined to test whether they can be included
into a growing 2-manifold. For such purpose, Cases
1,2, and 3 introduce some exceptions when trianglet
has a flat edge.

An exception may arise in Case 1, when the oppo-
site vertexv, labelled D, is endpoint of the flat edge
of t. In this case, we consider trianglet ′ which is ad-
jacent tot along its flat edge. If edgee′ is higher than
the third vertex oft ′, we do not includet (no excep-
tion). If edgee′ is lower than the third vertex oft ′,
then this is an exception: we construct the fan of tri-
angles incident into the vertex oft which is labelled
D, and proceed in the same way as in Case 3.

Another exception arises in Case 2, when the op-
posite vertexv, labelled S, is endpoint of the flat edge
of t. In this case, the two non-flat edges oft, e and
e′, are in the same situation. We must decide whether
to includet into γp from e, or to includet into the 2-
manifold that will reacht from edgee′. We construct
the fan of triangles incident into the vertex oft which
is labelled D, and proceed as in Case 3.

In Case 3, the constructed fan cannot include flat
triangles, and cannot include triangles with a flat

edge, when the flat edge belongs to a local minimum
network. If we find one of these cases, then we stop
extending the fan.

Case 3 takes the edgev′w, connecting the cen-
ter v′ of the fan with its upper pointw, as the edge
where to split the fan and assign its triangles to the 2-
manifolds existing on the two sides of the fan. Now,
vertexw of maximum height may not be unique. Let
w1, w2, ... wM (M > 1) be the vertices having the max-
imum height, sorted in counterclockwise order along
the fan. We split the fan at edgev′wi wherei is the
integer result of divisionM/2.

5 REPRESENTATIVE
MORPHOLOGY ALGORITHMS

We have implemented a number of algorithms that
we have chosen as representative of the approaches
existing in the literature (Section 3).

5.1 A Boundary-based Algorithm

Our implementation of a boundary-based approach,
inspired by (Edelsbrunner et al. 2001; Takahashi et
al. 1995), extracts the Morse-Smale complex from a
TIN by computing the critical net, in two basic steps:

1. Extract the critical points andunfold multiple
saddles.

2. Compute the 1-cellsof the complex by starting
from the saddle points, and tracing two paths of
steepest descent and two paths of steepest ascent,
which stop at minima and maxima, respectively.

Starting from each (simple) saddlep, the algo-
rithm computes the four lines belonging to the crit-
ical net which are incident inp. At each step, the
path is extended by adding the edge corresponding to
the maximum positive [negative] slope, until a maxi-
mum [minimum] is found. In the implementation we
present in this paper we refer only to the stable Morse
complex: for each saddle we tracetwo lines which
follow the maximum positive slope and stop when
two maxima are found.

5.2 A Region-based Algorithm

We have presented in (Danovaro et al. 2003a) an al-
gorithm for computing both the stable and unstable
Morse complexes for a TIN. The algorithm can be
sketched into two main steps:

1. Extract minima and maxima.



2. Compute the stable (unstable) Morse complex by
applying a region-growing procedure. This proce-
dure adds triangles to a 2-manifold iteratively.

For extracting the stable Morse complex, the algo-
rithm computes thegradientfor each trianglet in M,
and the angles between the gradient and the normal
vector at each edge oft (pointing outwards from the
triangle). The edges oft corresponding to the largest
and to the smallest angle are marked asexit anden-
trance, respectively.

A 2-manifold γp of the stable complex is initial-
ized with the triangles incident in a local minimump.
At a generic step,γp is extended by adding a new tri-
anglet sharing an edgeewith γp, provided thate is an
entrance fort and an exit for the trianglet ′ in γp shar-
ing edgee with t. The unstable complex is computed
in a completely symmetric way.

5.3 A Watershed Algorithm

We have implemented the watershed algorithm based
on simulated immersion (Vincent and Soille 1991).
Our implementation is applicable to TINs with flat
edges and/or flat triangles and it consists of mainly
three macro-steps:

1. Sort the vertices in increasing order with respect
to the height value.

2. Perform theflooding step level by level, starting
from the minima: this labels every vertex as be-
longing to a 2-manifold associated to a minimum.

3. Assign triangles to basins based on the labels of
their vertices.

The flooding step assigns a distinct label to each
minimum m and to the vertices of its associated 2-
manifold γm. Those vertices, where two 2-manifolds
meet are instead labeled aswatershedvertices. At
each iteration, a height valueh (initially, the mini-
mum height) is considered. All vertices with the same
heighth are first given a neutral label. Then those ver-
tices whose neighbors have been labeled during the
previous iteration are processed in order to assign the
label of a 2-manifoldγm to them.

To assign the label to a vertexp, we examine
the neighbor vertices ofp. If they all belong to the
same 2-manifoldγm or are watershed points, thenp
is marked as belonging toγm. If they belong to two
or more different 2-manifolds, thenp is marked as a
watershed point. The same operations is recursively
repeated on the neighbors points of the just labeled
vertices which have a neutral label (i.e., height= h).

Vertices at heighth that are not connected to any
previously processed vertex still have the neutral la-

EGGS(6561 vertices) MARCY (1000 vertices)

Figure 5: Two of the test TINs.

bel. Such vertices belong to a set of new minima at
levelh, and get a new label.

Finally, we label each trianglet. If all the vertices
of t, that are not watershed points, belong to the same
2-manifoldγm, then we assign the triangle toγm. If
two vertices belong to different 2-manifolds, thent is
assigned to the 2-manifold related to the vertex with
the lowest height.

6 EXPERIMENTS

The goal of this section is to measure the qual-
ity of the results of the STD algorithm proposed in
this paper, as well as evaluating the degree of uncer-
tainty in morphology computation, i.e., to which ex-
tent the current algorithms are able to provide consis-
tent results. We perform different experimental com-
parisons on both real and synthetic datasets by using
our STD algorithm, the boundary-based (BND), the
region-based (REG), and the watershed (WTS) algo-
rithm described in Section 5.

Algorithm STD is of course very different from
BND; STD and WTS have in common the idea of
growing 2-manifolds from local minima; REG is sim-
ilar in approach, but (i) uses the gradient, and (ii) it
builds a 2-manifold in pieces which are then glued to-
gether, while STD builds every 2-manifold directly,
thanks to the mechanism of fans (Case 3).

We show results using two different terrains:(i)
EGGS, a synthetic terrain built by sampling a func-
tion which is a combination of two planes and 64
gaussian surfaces, and(ii) MARCY representing part
of a real terrain model provided with the US Geolog-
ical Survey in which heights have been perturbed in
order to remove flat edges.

We have three TINs for EGGS, corresponding
to different sampling resolutions (6,561, 25,921, and
103,041 vertices), and three TINs for MARCY, corre-
sponding to approximations of the terrain at different
resolutions (1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 vertices). See



Table 1: Triangles (t) and percentage of terrain area (a) as-
signed to a different 2-manifold in the new STD algorithm
and in one of the other three methods.

# triang. BND REG WTS
EGGS

12,800 t 398 669 71
a 3.11 5.23 0.55

51,200 t 1934 2,721 62
a 3.78 5.31 0.12

204,800 t 14,828 14,488 112
a 7.24 7.07 0.55

MARCY
1,910 t 107 98 39

a 3.89 2.95 1.64
9,788 t 554 690 151

a 4.73 6.10 1.31
19,602 t 1,802 2,066 356

a 9.20 10.54 1.82

Figure 5. Some images of the computed stable Morse
complexes are in Figures 7 and 6.

Table 1 evaluates the difference in the results be-
tween our new STD algorithm and the other three.
This also provides a measure of the uncertainty of re-
sults. In general, the STD algorithm tends to be closer
to the watershed method.

Table 2 reports the quantity of TIN surface whose
classification results uncertain (i.e., assigned to the 2-
manifold of different minima in different algorithms).
The various algorithms may disagree in their results
up to an extent between 0.5% and 10.5% of the total
TIN surface.

It may be surprising that algorithms differ so much
in their results: up to 9% of the terrain area may be as-
signed to four different minima by the four considered
approaches. It is also difficult to judge which one is
more correct, because a ground thruth is only avail-
able forC2 functions, and not for TINs. Indeed, all
existing methods only approximate Morse (or Morse-
Smale) theory in the discrete case, through simplifi-
cations, conventions, and heuristics.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed a new algorithm for computing
the stable (unstable) Morse complex for a TIN terrain
model. We performed experiments on both real and
synthetic datasets in order to demonstrate the behav-
ior of the STD algorithm with respect to other algo-
rithms, as well as the intrinsic uncertainty of stable
manifolds computation at this stage of research. We
showed that our STD algorithm behaves quite well

Table 2: Triangles (t) and percentage of terrain area (a) as-
signed to a unique 2-manifold, or to 2, 3 and 4 different
2-manifolds, by the four algorithms.

# # of different 2-manifolds
triang. 1 2 3 4

EGGS
12,800 t 11,963 42 397 398

a 93.46 0.33 3.10 3.11
51,200 t 48,221 42 1,003 1,934

a 94.18 0.08 1.96 3.78
204,800 t 184,608 48 5,316 14,828

a 90.14 0.02 2.60 7.24
MARCY

1,910 t 1,744 13 46 107
a 94.18 0.64 1.31 3.87

9,788 t 8,835 56 343 554
a 90.26 0.57 3.50 5.66

19,602 t 17,114 149 537 1,802
a 87.31 0.76 2.74 9.19

for all the test datasets and that it provides intuitively
good results. Moreover, our algorithm is very sim-
ple, and requires no floating-point calculations since
it uses only numerical comparisons.

Morphology algorithms that can be extended to
higher dimensions have a special interest from the sci-
entific community. Our STD algorithm is as simple as
the boundary-based approach and, unlike it, seem to
be more easily extensible to higher dimensions. For
instance, in 3D we label the four vertices of each tetra-
hedron and have four cases to be managed.

Finally, (Danovaro et al. 2003a) present a
morphology-based multi-resolution terrain model, to
encode different levels of approximation of a Morse-
Smale complex. We plan to use the STD algorithm in
this context.
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